
OFF: Rodowitch

venue: Capitol Musical Theatre, Scena Ciśnień, ul. Piłsudskiego 67
date: Tuesday, 28 March, 18:00 and 21:00
duration: 1 h 30 min, no intermission
tickets: 10 PLN

for audiences 16+
strobe
smoke
cigarette smoke

A Forefathers’ Eve ritual is disturbed by the appearance of the famous singer’s ghost

text: Andrzej Skowron, music: Łukasz Bzowski, music co-creator: Ewa Szlempo-
Kruszyńska, choreography: Mateusz Brenner, light: Jakub Frączak, makeup: Anna
Skowron, graphic design: Kamila Widz, video production: Przemysław Sitek

cast: Klaudia Waszak, Andrzej Skowron, Jan Kowalewski, Anna Cielecka, Basia
Białkowska, Daria Englot, Ewa Kowalska, Jagoda Latuszkiewicz, Maja Frejtag,
Marika Klarman Gisman, Milena Libura, Natalia Minkina 

producer: Grażyna Górka

A story with a key: the resemblance to real-life characters is not coincidental. Some
characters may be out of the limelight (temporarily). But in real life – as in the show –
everything has happened before and will happen again. Any comeback is possible.

The chairman of the television company prepares a new reality show together with a priest
interested in the Church’s return to glory, power and wealth. The show, based on ancient
folk rituals, will be filmed in one of the Polish chapels in the countryside. It is supposed to
be a television hit but turns out to be – surprise! – a disaster.

The ghost of a famous singer arrives at the chapel in Podlasie. The good news: the ratings
go up. The bad news: the singer did not die. She has not been summoned from beyond the
grave but from a walk with her dog. All this causes understandable social unrest. Events are
speeding up, many people want to go to the other side, and many souls want to return to
Earth.
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For the chairman, this is a time of trial. Will he resist the pressure of his party bosses? Will
a Polish Madonna save him?

@januszek123 @klaudia.waszak.1 @andrzejskowron95
#rodowitch
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